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                    Welcome to the Art Institute of Chicago
                    Plan Your Visit
                

            

            

    

            
    
        
            
        
    

    
        Closed today, next open tomorrow.
        Closed today, next open tomorrow.
                
    See all hours

    	
                    Mon
                    11–5
                
	
                    Tue–Wed
                    Closed
                
	
                    Thu
                    11–8
                
	
                    Fri–Sun
                    11–5
                
	
                    The first hour of every day, 10–11 a.m., is reserved for member-only viewing.
                




    



    
    
        
            Welcome to the Art Institute of Chicago, home to a collection of art that spans centuries and the globe—and one of Tripadvisor’s “Best of the Best” US attractions of 2023. We look forward to your visit and invite you to explore our many exhibitions and to join us for one of our free daily tours.
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                            New Feature
                                        Create Your Very Own Museum Tour



                                        Make your next visit unforgettable with a one-of-a-kind tour—created by you! My Museum Tour lets you build a personalized self-guided tour of your favorite works, make one for a special someone or a special occasion, or even select from fun themed ready-made tours.



                                                    Start building your tour 
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            See all current exhibitions
                
            

        
            

    

    
        	
                    
                        
                                                                                                                    [image: A clay sculpture the color of goldenrod with the appearance of thick cloth wrapped up around a tall bowl and knotted at the top.]
                                                                                    

                        
                                                        Radical Clay: Contemporary Women Artists from Japan
                                                        
                                Dec 16, 2023–Jun 3, 2024
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                                                        By the Light of the Moon: Nighttime in Japanese Prints
                                                        
                                Jan 20–Apr 14, 2024
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                                                        Threaded Visions: Contemporary Weavings from the Collection
                                                        
                                Feb 24–Aug 26, 2024
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            See all upcoming events
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                                                        Art Exchange
                                                            
                                                        
                                Thursdays–Mondays | 11:00–3:00
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                                                        Artist Talk: María Dávila and Eduardo Portillo—Weaving a World
                                                            
                                                        
                                Thurs, Apr 11 | 6:00–7:00
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                                                        Gallery Conversation: What Makes a Hero?
                                                            
                                                        
                                Fri, Apr 19 | 2:00–3:30
                            
                        
                    
                
	
                    
                        
                                                                                                                    [image: Photograph of a tabletop upon which rests a small woven artwork in progress made of strips of vibrant cloth. One hand pulls the center strip through threads wound around a cardboard base.]
                                                                                    

                        
                                                        Family Studio: Weaving Together
                                                            
                                                        
                                Sat, Apr 20 | 11:00–3:00
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                Join our Community

                The best way to lend your support is to become a member.
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                            [image: Large painting of people in a crowded park, brushstrokes are dots.]

                                    
    

	
    
        
                            [image: Dark stone sculpture of Buddha sitting cross-legged, hands in lap, eyes closed.]

                                    
    

	
    
        
                            [image: Abstract painting composed of a central tangle of vibrant colors—purple, pink, orange, green, red—on a mostly gray background, subtly divided into rectangular areas.]

                                    
    

	
    
        
                            [image: Painting of a pond seen up close spotted with thickly painted pink and white water lilies and a shadow across the top third of the picture.]

                                    
    

	
    
        
                            [image: Painting of a bone-white cow's skull directly centered in a vertical canvas, adorned with gray-white roses. The background behind the skull is similarly pale and appears to depict stone, a deep black gap between sheets of stone bisecting the painting from top to bottom.]

                                    
    

	
    
        
                            [image: Portrait of man wearing voluminous black cloak, feathered hat, and gold medallion.]

                                    
    

	
    
        
                            [image: Scene in a diner, viewed through wrap-around glass windows, at night on an empty urban street. A light-skinned man and woman, he in a suit and she in a red dress, sit together at a triangular wood bar, eyes downcast. At left sits another man, his back to the viewer. Behind the counter is a light-skinned man in a white uniform. The interior lights cast a yellow glow that spills onto the street in pale green. Above the diner a sign reads, "Phillies."]

                                    
    

	
    
        
                            [image: Gold knife with figure on handle, round turquoise inlays on crown.]

                                    
    

	
    
        
                            [image: Painting, mostly in shades of blue, of a thin, bent, older man wearing ragged clothes and sitting cross-legged playing a guitar positioned upright in his lap.]
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                            [image: Abstract painting composed of small vertical dabs of multiple shades of blue with a small area of similar strokes of red, orange, and yellow in the upper right.]

                                    
    

	
    
        
                            [image: Painting of bedroom, blue walls, green window, tan bed, red bedding.]

                                    
    

	
    
        
                            [image: Painting of mother in blue, purple, and green-stripped dress washing child's feet.]

                                    
    

	
    
        
                            [image: Large black sculpture in the shape of Africa. The form is covered in gold chains, circular photographs or "medallions" depicting prominent African American figures, and other images and text. The sculpture hangs on a white wall.  "]

                                    
    

	
    
        
                            [image: Painting of a woman and an older white man holding a pitchfork, both seen from the waist up. They stand side by side with stern expressions, in front of a white house with a peaked roof.]
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                            [image: White marble bust of woman wearing headband and tunic.]
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                            [image: Miniature room with two tall windows framing a small Cubist painting and a fireplace, two golden scuptures set before the windows. At right, a small red couch is flanked by two Lucite chairs. At left, an open glass door is flanked by oak chaises with red cushions. A plush cream rug fills the space.]

                                    
    




                

                
                                            
                            Explore thousands of artworks in the museum’s collection—from our renowned icons to lesser-known works from every corner of the globe.
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                                Articles & Videos

                                    
                See more
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                                                                            article
                                                Birdwatching in the Museum
                                                    Five avian-loving staff members guide you to their favorite bird-centered works of art.


                                            
                

                                                                
                                
                    
                                                    [image: A woven textile in shades of brown, blue, and metallic gold. On a mud-brown background are a series of many small gridded square shapes. Each is coppery gold with a halo of blue behind it and many fine blue threads crossing the square laterally, all evenly spaced. Bisecting each square vertically is an unruly tuft of brown fiber.]
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                                                The Alchemy of Weaving
                                            
                

                                                            
                    
                                                    [image: Painting of of three young men in colored robes huddled together, an angel towering above them and enveloping them in its wide brown wings while orange flames surround them.]
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                                                Queer Artists and Art
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                                                A Voyage of Seeing: On Hiroshi Sugimoto’s Seascapes
                                            
                

                                                            
                    
                                                    [image: A blond woman with her back to the viewer stands facing a white wall on which hangs four versions of Picasso's print Still Life with Lunch, one white and dark brown-red, two in the center that are black and white, and on the right that is black, white, gray, and red-brown. The print image consists of a wine bottle, a lamp, a cut ham, a glass, a cut onion, and a knife.]
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                                                Made for the Present: The Many Styles of Pablo Picasso
                                            
                

                                    

                                    

    


    
    
        
            
                            [image: A detail of a stained glass window shows foliage: long, slender leaves in various shades of brilliant green.]
                    


        
            
                Museum Shop

                From books and notecards to jewelry and home decor, we have something for every art lover.
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